Sensor networks can be considered distributed computing platforms with many severe constraints including limited CPU speed, memory size, power, and bandwidth. Individual nodes in sensor networks are typically unreliable and the network topology dynamically changes, possibly frequently. Sensor networks can also be considered a form of ad hoc network. However, here also many constraints in sensor networks are di erent or more severe. Sensor networks also di er because of their tight interaction with the physical environment via sensors and actuators. Due to all of these di erences many solutions developed for general distributed computing platforms and for ad hoc networks cannot be applied to sensor networks. Many new and exciting research challenges exist. This paper discusses the state of the art and presents the key research challenges to be solved, some with initial solutions or approaches.
Introduction
Many future applications will rely on an embedded sensor network. A sensor network is a general term that covers many variations in composition and deployment. A typical sensor network consists of a large number of nodes deployed in the environment being sensed and controlled. In many cases, each node of the sensor network consists of sensors and wireless communication. Memory, power and computational capacities are typically limited. In other sensor networks, nodes may also contain actuators. Often sensor nodes are densely deployed, are prone to failures, and the topology of the network can dynamically change. Sensor networks may consist of all homogeneous nodes or exhibit a heterogeneous structure where some nodes are much more powerful than others or contain di erent sets of resources.
Regardless of the variant of a sensor network, it is necessary to support real-time communication and coordination. For many reasons to be discussed in this paper, this is an exciting, but very challenging problem. Fundamentally, new paradigms and solutions are required.
Applications for this technology are numerous. One class of application is the monitoring and control of safety critical military, environmental, or domestic infrastructure systems. This includes battle eld applications, biological, chemical or radiological detection and protection systems, or aiding areas hit by disasters. Another class of application is the so-called smart spaces. This may include smart factories, buildings, cities, or Universities. A third class of application is in entertainment. This may include amusement parks or museums. Many of the challenges to be discussed apply to all applications, although the degree to which certain issues apply is application dependent.
To better understand the rest of the paper we describe one type of application in more depth. Sensor networks can be used for homeland security at airports, bridges, and public buildings. As it is rather di cult for security guards to continuously watch a set of video monitors when most of the time nothing occurs, the overall security e ectiveness will improve when the security video system is coupled with motion detectors and/or acoustic monitoring and alerts based on unusual sounds. For this type of sensor network, a large number of low cost lightweight wireless devices is scattered over a geographic region and forms a surveillance and communication network whose major function is to locate and track unusual sounds in the region. These wireless devices are equipped with acoustic sensors and can locate a sound wave (by determining the magnitude of the sound and the angle of arrival, and performing primitive frequency analysis). The nodes organize themselves dynamically, and convey the location information periodically or on-demand to controller nodes which then take appropriate actions under real-time constraints. More than one sensor may observe the same phenomenon and hence the information collected by various sensors may be correlated, redundant, and/or of di erent qualities. It is expected that most of these devices have limited battery life and transmission/computational capability, but a few of them may be equipped with better processing capability, stronger transmission power, and longer battery life. These energy-rich nodes can act as controllers or cluster heads and perform processing and communication operations.
The main purposes of this paper are to overview the state of the art and to present key research challenges in real-time communication and coordination in embedded sensor networks. To meet these objectives the paper is organized to present general research challenges rst (Section 2). These are the global overarching challenges that this area faces. We then address more detailed and speci c challenges in the network layers (Section 3) and the middleware and
Paradigm Shift
Fundamentally, a wireless sensor network is deployed to support an integrated set of functions/applications. The system must sense and act to produce the desirable outcomes. As mentioned above the severe constraints give rise to the need for a new paradigm. In particular, it is critical to produce aggregate behavior of the system where any single node is not important. In fact, nodes should not have any permanent ID. Messages should not be sent to individual nodes rather to locations or areas or based on data content. For example, a user might want to know the average temperature in the basement of a building; he does not care which nodes respond. Or, he may want to know what area has a temperature above a certain threshold. These examples illustrate that these sensor networks are very data centric. The fact that the sensor network interacts with the physical environment also implies di erences from many classical distributed systems solutions. This is largely due to real-time requirements, high degree of faults, noise, and non-determinism caused by the uncontrolled aspects of the environment.
New paradigms are being developed based on biological metaphors in projects such as the amorphous computing project at MIT 4, 35] . Other paradigms are exploiting the data centric aspects of the system, and others are creating solutions that depend on high density. These and other ideas may lead to e ective paradigms in the future.
Resource Constraints
Many new solutions are needed because of the severe resource limitations. The main resources in short supply include: power, CPU execution speed, memory, and communication bandwidth. Since the sensor network is likely to contain a very large number of nodes, cost is also a signi cant problem. Not only are novel solutions needed to solve speci c problems, but also to deal with tradeo s. For example, better power management for a node is required. This may involve putting a node or various components on that node to sleep. In addition, it is necessary to decide when to transmit with greater power so that fewer hops are required to reach the destination or when is it better to transmit at low power and traverse more hops. If a node is having trouble getting its message received properly, it may be able to physically move, send at higher power, or send at a di erent frequency. Many of the new resource allocation and management problems that are exhibited in sensor networks have this avor of a large number of potential actions to take. How to make this decision and how to understand the overall quality of the resource decisions for the entire sensor network are key challenges.
Unpredictability
A sensor network is subject to a great deal of uncertainty from many quarters. First, the sensor network is deployed in an environment with uncontrollable aspects (e.g., when and where will a re break out in a city hit by an earthquake). Second, the wireless communication is subject to many physical errors and missing messages due to radio interference of many types. Third, individual nodes are not reliable. Fourth, sensors may not all be calibrated properly. Fifth, the connectivity and routing structures are changing dynamically. There may even be network partitions. Sixth, new nodes may be added or old nodes removed from the sensor network. This implies that the sum total of resource capacity is not xed. Seven, power availability at each node can vary signi cantly even when initially deployed. Eight, nodes may be physically moved or be controlled to do so under their own power, thereby re-structuring the topology. And so on.
One challenge is how to create a view from the application layer that the sensor network is a reliable, large scale entity with known operating performance that can be relied on? Since sensor networks are deployed to operate with little direct management, they must exhibit selfhealing properties. This are relatively easy to state as challenges, but very di cult to attain.
High Density/Scale
A number of solutions for sensor networks depend on an assumption of a minimum density of nodes in the system. Challenges include computing that density for various situations, ensuring that the sensor network actually achieves that density, and developing solutions that require a minimum density in order to minimize cost and maximize lifetime of the system by using as little power as possible.
If the density is high and the sensor network is deployed in a wide area, then we also have a large scale system. This large scale system is subject to many faults, noise and other uncertainties (as discussed above) and is highly decentralized. Further, when a sensor network is deployed is it then largely self-operating and self-maintaining. All of these things can give rise to parts of the system working at cross purposes. One of those nefarious interactions is a form of race condition the system never settles down to some conclusion. Research is needed for protocols and algorithms to be self-stabilizing. In spite of the fact that algorithms must be simple and inexpensive they must aggregate properly when used in large numbers.
Real-Time
Sensor networks operate in the real world hence timing constraints are important. These systems have implicit time requirements such as when a user enters a room, he should be recognized within a very short time. The faster such a task is accomplished the better we consider the system. However, many sensor networks will also have explicit real-time requirements related to the environment. For example, an accelerometer might have to be read every 10 ms, else there will be a bad estimate of speed and consequently a probability of a vehicle crash. There may also be deadlines associated with end-to-end routing, e.g., a sensitive pressure reading might have to periodically arrive at a monitor and actuation station on time, each time. Because of the large scale, non-determinism, noise, etc. it is extremely di cult to guarantee real-time properties. New research that employs feedback control 2, 90, 89] seems to have promise. However, many challenges in the real-time design and analysis of solutions for sensor networks exist. These challenges are exacerbated due to the large scale and unreliable aspects of these systems.
Security
Since many sensor networks will be deployed in critical applications, security is essential. Unfortunately, security may be the most di cult problem to solve. In particular, it is easy to eavesdrop or cause a denial of service attack on the sensor network. Further, most real-time communication and coordination solutions don't address security so it is easy for an adversary to exploit those implemented solutions on a given sensor network.
A fundamental dilemma is that sensor networks have limited capacity and security solutions are resource hungry. For example, many sensor networks will deploy a single frequency communication scheme because of cost and the simplicity of a node. This makes it trivial to eavesdrop. Due to the wireless nature of sensor networks an adversary can deploy his own node which can take many actions to create a denial of service attack. Some of these are simply broadcasting at high energy, advertising that it is the fastest path to everywhere and simply throwing away packets that arrive, or sending wake-up calls to neighbors to exhaust their power. Note that when an adversary deploys a node to cause denial of service, it is the self-organizing and positive characteristic of sensor networks that opens the system to various security breaches.
Protocol solutions for media access control, routing, congestion control, and others all attempt to operate with minimum overhead and cost. This also subjects them to security problems. For example, a good solution for large scale sensor networks is to give routing priority to packets passing through a node rather than admitting new packets. This helps prevent long delays for packets that have to traverse a large part of the sensor network. However, this protocol makes ooding attacks more e ective, i.e, an intruder performing ooding is actually given preference! Basically, the research challenges for security in sensor networks are vast and di cult. Lightweight schemes are required. Solutions must exploit the nature of the sensor network, possibly related to issues such as (i) most data is only valid for a short time so perhaps lightweight security will be e ective, (ii) individual nodes may possess little knowledge by themselves so protecting the data aggregation function may be possible, and (iii) new ideas on the fundamental limits for security in these systems are needed. For more details see 131].
Networking Research Challenges
Novel communication protocols must be developed to support higher-level services in sensor networks. In most envisioned sensor network applications, a large number of sensors are deployed in an area and a small number of more powerful nodes, called base stations, (e.g., gateways to the Internet or command and control centers) form possibly mobile interfaces to users. In this system a user may query the physical environment through base stations. Alternatively, he may register for an event. The occurrence of the event automatically triggers a speci ed query. For example, a user can register for a virus-found event in an area, and specify a query on the event to report the density of the detected virus. Communication in sensor networks involves both in-network aggregation and sensor-base communication. Before sending information to a base station, sensors within the local area aggregate raw sensor data and generate reliable information. For example, acoustic sensors may perform triangulation among multiple nodes to decide the location of a tank. Sensor-based communication is responsible for reporting (aggregated) data to the base station, which often spans many hops.
A major requirement for sensor networks is to reliably aggregate and disseminate information within a time frame that allows the controllers to take necessary actions, even in the case of poor spatial distribution of sensor devices, wireless/acoustic interference, and malicious destruction. Out-of-date information is of no use, for example, an object that was being tracked may no longer be in the vicinity when the information is received. This presents a key technical challenge in cooperative engagement | how to e ectively coordinate and control sensors in realtime over an unreliable wireless ad hoc network. In particular, due to the unique characteristics of data-centric sensor networks, many new design issues arise and protocols originally designed for wireline and/or generic ad hoc networks have to be adapted or entirely re-designed.
We now highlight the key challenges that cross-cut all layers of the communication stack. 
MAC Layer
In wireless sensor networks, the MAC performance has been predominantly measured in terms of bandwidth requirement, power consumption, contention mitigation, and support to maintain network connectivity. The latency incurred in message delivery has not been a metric to be optimized, but is likely to become increasing important as sensor networks are deployed in critical applications. Timeliness is perhaps the most di cult requirement to meet since it brings to the fore the tradeo between power consumption, interference mitigation, and scheduling and routing e ciency. Existing MAC protocols for multihop wireless networks can be classi ed into three categories: scheduling based, contention based and a mixture of the two. In what follows, we summarize the state of the art and discuss the advantages and drawbacks of existing approaches, with respect to the key challenges aforementioned.
Scheduling Based MAC Protocols
In scheduling based MAC protocols, the time at which a node can transmit is determined by a scheduling algorithm, so that multiple nodes can transmit simultaneously without interference on the wireless channel. The time is usually divided into slots, and slots are further organized into frames. Within each frame, a node is assigned at least one slot to transmit. A scheduling algorithm usually nds the shortest possible frame so as to achieve high spatial reuse (and thus high network utilization) and low packet latency. A large amount of early work has been focused on TDMA scheduling 29, 9, 8, 31, 32, 83, 34, 56, 120, 125, 57, 30, 101] . Most of the studies concentrated on devising fair con ictfree algorithms that maximize the system throughput by using graph theory. Most of them are centralized and require global connectivity information. As a result, they cannot adapt adequately, and keep the optimality property, in highly dynamic environments (such as topology change).
To resolve the above problem, Chlamtac et al. 33 ] rst proposed a topology-independent algorithm that depends only on global network parameters, i.e., the number of nodes and the maximum nodal degree. With the use of certain mathematical properties of nite (Galois) elds, the algorithm ensures that for every node and for each of its neighbors, there is at least one slot assigned in each frame. Similar algorithms were proposed in 72, 73] , that use di erent slot assignment functions to maximize the minimum throughput a node can achieve.
The major problem associated with the above topology independent algorithms is that as nodes do not exchange their slot allocation functions, a sender node has no idea which slot is collision free, and has to transmit on all assigned slots within each frame, until its packet gets through. To deal with this problem, Shepard et al. 115 10 ] proposed collision-free channel access schemes in which each node independently produces and publishes its schedule (or transmission priority).
Collision-Free Real-Time MAC
All the above MAC protocols focus on maximizing spatial reuse and system throughput. As discussed above, an important performance criterion in data-centric sensor networks is timeliness. By exploiting the periodic nature of sensor network tra c, Caccamo et al. realize collision free real time scheduling as follows 23]: frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) is used among adjacent cells to allow for concurrent communications in di erent cells. Implicit EDF is used inside each cell. There is a router cell located in the center area of each cell. Router nodes are equipped with two transceivers so they can transmit and receive at the same time using two di erent frequency channels.
Intra-cell communication: The key idea for con ict free real time scheduling is to replicate the EDF schedule at each node for packet transmission. If the schedules are kept identical, each node will know which one has the message with the shortest deadline and has the right to transmit next. For instance, suppose each node is given a message table as shown in Figure  1 , the same schedule is derived by every node in the cell according to EDF (deadlines ties are broken in favor of the node with the highest address ID). Due to the identical ordering of the schedule at each node, a node knows which node should transmit next. In addition, when a node is listening to the channel, it is also able to know the completion of a node's transmission and thus update its scheduling queue for next round of communication. Take Figure 1 as an example: the scheduling table reserves the worst case message transmission time for each periodic message stream. Suppose that node A in its rst round uses only one of three reserved frames. Since all nodes are listening, they know that Node A has nished early and Node B is the next one to transmit. Instead of transmitting its reserved periodic message early, Node B may use the two frames left by Node A to send best e ort aperiodic messages. This is the observation that prompted the development of the FRAme SHaring (FRASH) technique 23] designed to systematically and reliably exploit reserved, but unused frames.
Inter-cell communication: Each router node transmits inter-cell messages using the channel of the cell it belongs to, and receives inter-cell messages using the channel of the cell it expects to receive from. Inter-cell messages are ordered by earliest deadline by each router, and each of them is able to reach only its six neighboring cells within one hop. Whenever an inter-cell frame occurs synchronously in all cells, each router transmits and receives inter-cell messages according to a predetermined direction, which is the same for all cells. Note that there are six possible directions that are assigned statically to the inter-cell frames following a periodic fashion as Figure 2 shows. Take frame 2 as an example: notice that router R 2 is receiving a message from router R 1 using channel four and is transmitting a message to router R 3 using channel six. During the same frame, R 3 is receiving from R 2 on channel six and is transmitting to R 4 on channel one; in short, each router is transmitting and receiving in the same direction at the same time. After the routing path is set, the end-to-end delay is simply the sum of cell delays along the message path.
The interference due to the inter-cell frames can be taken into account in the cell schedulability analysis as blocking terms. In fact, let m i be the message transmission time, T i be message period, and T block (T block 2) be the period of the inter-cell frames, the schedulability of intra-cell messages can be determined by using the approach proposed in 23]: all the messages are sorted by increasing relative deadlines, so that D i D j only if i < j. It is worth noting that the blocking time of each message is equal to the maximum number of inter-cell frames that can occur during the message period:
Thanks to the contention free nature of this method, implicit EDF not only provides guaranteed schedulability, but also delivers higher throughput, especially during heavy workload as compared with commonly used ad hoc network protocol such as CSMA/CA, Enhanced DCF and Black-Burst 23].
Contention-Based MAC Protocols
Most of the distributed MAC protocols are based on the carrier sensing and/or collision avoidance mechanism, and may employ additional signaling control messages to deal with hidden and exposed node problems. Such signaling messages may be delivered in two ways: in-band handshaking or out-of-band signaling. Busy-tone multiple access (BTMA) 123] is a representative of the out-of-band signaling protocol. In BTMA, a node that hears an ongoing transmission transmits a busy tone, and any node that hears a busy tone does not initiate transmission. This eliminates the hidden nodes, but increases the number of exposed nodes.
Another class of medium access control protocols uses in-band control packets like Request to Send (RTS) and Clear to Send (CTS) to exchange the local view of channel status, so as to avoid potential collisions. There have been quite a number of protocols being proposed in this category, representative ones of which are 75, 15, 87] . Multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA) 75] uses a three-way handshaking to solve the hidden node problem. A node that has data to send transmits a short RTS packet. All nodes within one hop of the sending node hear the RTS and defer their transmission. The destination responds with a CTS packet. All nodes within one hop of the destination node hear the CTS packet and also defer their transmission. On receiving the CTS the transmitting node assumes that the channel is acquired and initiates the data transmission. The hidden node problem is not completely solved by this scheme, but is avoided to a large extent. Several schemes have been proposed to enhance the RTS-CTS handshaking mechanism, the details of which can be found in 47, 48] . Some other variations are MACAW 15], MACA/PR 87], and MACA-BI 122], just to name a few.
The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) in IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard is the basic access method for 802.11. DCF is based on CSMA/CA and uses optional RTS-CTS handshaking to reduce packet collision. DCF functions as follows: Before initiating a transmission, a station senses the channel to determine whether or not another station is transmitting. If the medium is sensed idle for an speci ed time interval, called the distributed interframe space (DIFS), the station is allow to transmit. If the medium is sensed busy, the transmission is deferred until the ongoing transmission terminates. A slotted binary exponential backo technique is used to arbitrate the access: a random backo interval is uniformly chosen in 0; d CW ? 1] and used to initialize the backo timer, where d CW is the maximum contention window. The backo timer is decreased as long as the channel is sensed idle, stopped when a transmission is in progress, and reactivated when the channel is sensed idle again for more than DIFS. When the backo timer expires, the station attempts for transmission at the beginning of the next slot time. Finally, if the data frame is successfully received, the receiver initiates the transmission of an acknowledgment frame after a speci ed interval, called the short interframe space (SIFS), that is less than DIFS. If an acknowledgment is not received, the data frame is presumed to be lost and a retransmission is scheduled. The value of d CW is set to CW min (= 32) in the rst transmission attempt, and is doubled at each retransmission up to a pre-determined value CW max (= 256). In addition to the physical channel sensing, virtual carrier sensing is achieved by using the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) elds in the packets. NAV indicates the duration of the current transmission. All nodes that hear the RTS or CTS message back o an amount of time indicated in NAV before sensing the channel again.
While, the IEEE 802.11 standard and other related schemes were designed mostly for local area networks, they are not directly applicable to sensor networks. In particular, Woo and Culler 39] observed that IEEE 802.11 does not achieve su cient multihop fairness, energy e ciency, and bandwidth utilization in motes | a sensor network prototype that is being developed at University of California at Berkeley. A number of solutions were proposed to deal with implementation issues. First, for the sake of energy saving, the authors argue that listening on the channel throughout the backo period as 802.11 standard does is not energy e cient. Alternatively, they propose that the backo timer should not be paused if the channel is sensed busy during the backo period. In this way, the radio module of the sensor can be turned o during the backo time to save energy. Second, to reduce energy consumption as well as to improve bandwidth utilization, the authors advocate to omit the acknowledgment phase and implicitly induce whether a data packet has been received by the receiver through overhearing whether the receiver forwards that packet or not. However, the overhearing approach may not always give accurate acknowledgment information because (i) the receiver may not necessarily forward the packet and (ii) the sender may not tell whether the overheard packet corresponds to the packet it just sent (as the receiver may have altered the packet or aggregated packets). Third, the authors choose to drop the RTS/CTS handshake mechanism and only use a simple CSMA + random backo scheme. The rationale behind such a choice is the observation that the typical data packet size is of the same order of the RTS/CTS packet size, and hence removing the RTS/CTS overhead fully o sets the potential throughput penalty by data packet corruption caused by the hidden terminal problem. Finally, an adaptive rate control was used to provide fairness to multi-hop ows in term of end-to-end throughput.
All the aforementioned contention-based MAC protocols are subject to the open challenge of providing a statistical bound on the real-time requirement. Due to the distributed and random back-o nature, contention-based MAC does not strict guarantee the priority order of packets from di erent nodes. For example, two high-priority packets may collide and cause each node to backo , while a third node may send out a low-priority packet when the other two nodes are in the backo phase. It is necessary to bound the probability of priority inversion in order to establish statistical end-to-end delay guarantees.
Hybrid MAC Protocols
Several MAC protocols, such as power controlled multiple access protocol (PCMA) 96] and dual busy tone multiple access protocol (DBTMA) 42], take advantage of the busy tone and the RTS/CTS mechanism and can be viewed as hybrid schemes. In PCMA 96], the power control information is piggybacked on the request-power-to-send (RPTS) and acceptable-powerto-send (APTS) packets. The RPTS/APTS handshake operation occurs in the data channel and precedes the data transmission. After the successful reception of the data, the receiver sends back an ACK packet con rming its reception. A noise tolerance advertisement or busy tone is periodically pulsed by each receiver in the busy tone channel, where the signal strength of the pulse indicates the tolerance to additional noise. A potential transmitter rst "senses the carrier" by listening to the busy tone for a minimum time period to detect the upper bound of its transmit power for all control (RPTS, APTS, ACK) and data packets. The major advantages of the RPTS/APTS handshake mechanism are (i) it has the same semantics of RTS/CTS handshake mechanism; (ii) it can also be used to determine the minimum transmission power required for successful packet reception at the receiver.
In summary, existing wireless MAC protocols focus more on optimizing system throughput and do not adequately consider the requirements of sensor networks. The key challenge remains to provide predictable delay and/or prioritization guarantees while minimizing overhead packets and energy consumption.
Network Layer 3.2.1 Ad Hoc Routing Protocols
The literature in ad hoc routing is vast and rich, and we will only summarize existing work most relevant to wireless sensor networks. We roughly classify routing protocols using the following taxonomy: (1) at routing and (2) hierarchical routing. In at routing, every node has the equal responsibility of maintaining routing information and relaying packets. Routing algorithms in this category can be further classi ed into (a) Proactive routing: these algorithms maintain routes continuously for all reachable nodes. (c) Geographic routing: as the name suggests, geographic routing protocols such as GPSR 76] utilize location in routing decisions. Speci cally, GPSR forwards a packet to a neighbor node if 1) it has the shortest geographic distance to the packet's destination among all immediate neighbors; and 2) it is closer to the estimation than the forwarding node. When such nodes do not exist, packets can be routed around the perimeter of the void region. The only state on each node maintained by GPSR are the locations of immediate neighbors, which are proportional to the density instead of the size of the network. As a result, GPSR is especially suitable for sensor networks that support location-addressed communication. Location addressed communication means that GPSR can work without a location directory service, which could introduce extra management and communication overhead. The high density in sensor networks leads to a high success probability for GPSR to nd a \straight" path from source to destination resulting in e cient communication.
In the category of cluster-based routing, the k-cluster-based routing scheme 127], the zone routing protocol (ZRP) 55], the spine routing framework 40], the adaptive clustering scheme 126, 85] , and the min ID/max degree scheme 86] may have received the most attention. In kcluster-based routing, the network is dynamically organized into k-clusters, where all the nodes in a cluster can be reached from any other node within the cluster in k hops. Then the Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is used to build the routing table. Similar to k-cluster-based routing,
ZRP 55] enables nodes to maintain their own routing zones | clusters of nodes that can be reached along paths that are at most n hops away. As far as routing is concerned, ZRP uses a hybrid routing strategy (proactive intra-zone routing + demand-based inter-zone routing) to balance the tradeo between proactive and reactive routing. The spine routing framework 40] was build upon the notion of spines (virtual backbones) | a set of relatively stable and connected nodes such that every node is either part of the spine or one hop away from a node in the spine. While the framework does not completely specify its routing algorithm, it presents two approaches: clustered spine routing and partial spine routing. The framework presents a dedicated backbone for information dissemination, but spine maintenance is costly and introduces signi cant control tra c when updates are made.
The adaptive clustering scheme proposed in 126, 85] uses lowest node ids to divide the network deterministically into clusters, with the intention to limit reorganization required in the case of node mobility. No e ort was made to utilize the hierarchy and to improve routing e ciency. In the min ID/max degree scheme 86], min ID and max degree are used to group nodes into clusters that within which two nodes are at most two hops away. In the min ID algorithm, each node has a globally unique ID. Neighboring nodes exchange node ID information, and a node with minimum ID among all its neighbors will declare itself as the cluster head and assign its ID as the cluster ID. A subsequent node will declare itself as a cluster head if and only if its neighbors with a lower ID belong to other cliques. The algorithm ensures that by the end of the clustering process, each cluster head has the lowest ID in the cluster and is one-hop away from any other node. The max degree algorithm exploits a similar idea. Each node broadcasts the list of nodes it can hear. A node is elected as a cluster head if it has the maximal node degree among all the \uncovered" neighbor nodes, where a uncovered node is one which does not yet have an elected cluster head. The max degree algorithm has the advantage of using topological information to obtain a smaller number of clusters, but as compared to the min ID algorithm, is relatively sensitive to topology change.
Multicast and Anycast
Group coordination in sensor networks requires reliable and real-time multicast and anycast communication. For example, such services may be based on geographic areas:
Area multicast delivers a message to every node in a speci ed area. Area multicast can be used to register for an event or send a query to an area, for coordination among nodes in a local group. Area anycast delivers a message to at least one node in a speci ed area. Area anycast can also be used for sending a query to a node in an area. The node can initiate group formation and coordination in that area. The dynamics and wireless nature of sensor networks make multicast and anycast particularly challenging problems. There have been relatively few research on multicast and anycast in wireless sensor networks.
Routing Protocols with Real-Time Requirements
Providing end-to-end real-time guarantees is a challenging problem in sensor networks. Due to the amount of needed state information and the signaling overhead, reservation schemes are unlikely to scale well in sensor networks. Instead, timing guarantees should be achieved with minimum state information and end-to-end signaling. The routing protocol should be adaptive to avoid unpredictable congestion and holes in the network.
SPEED 59] is an adaptive real-time routing protocol that aims to reduce the end-to-end deadline miss ratio in sensor networks. The approach is to bound both the distance, K, and the per-hop deadline, D, on each hop. The expected end-to-end delay of a packet is (S/K)D, where S is the distance from the source to the destination. Similar to geographic routing, each node only maintains the states of one-hop neighbors. For each of its one-hop neighbor, a node records its location, delay and per-hop deadline miss ratio. A node enforces the per-hop distance by only forwarding a packet to a neighbor whose location is at least K closer to the destination. The core of SPEED is feedback-based adaptation algorithms that enforce per-hop deadline in face of unpredictable tra c. The rst adaptation mechanism is a neighborhood feedback loop on each node that periodically computes the probability of forwarding a packet to every neighbor based on its measured delay and per-hop deadline miss ratio in the last sampling period. The feedback loop ensures that more congested neighbors (with longer delays and higher miss ratios) get lower probabilities of receiving packets. When all of its neighbors have deadline misses in the last sampling period, a node drops packets. The packet-drops subsequently cause upstream neighbors to redirect packets away from it, a process called back pressure rerouting. The back pressure can propagate upstream until it reaches outside the congestion region or the sources. The combination of neighborhood feedback loop and back pressure rerouting signi cantly enforces the per-hop deadline in steady states and reduces the end-to-end deadline miss ratio. Simulation experiments given in 59] showed that SPEED can achieve signi cantly lower deadline miss ratio than geographic routing, DSR, and AODV in face of sudden congestion. Meanwhile, SPEEDs number of overhead packets is comparable to geographic routing and signi cantly smaller than DSR and AODV. SPEED demonstrates that localized feedback control is a promising approach for real-time communication in sensor networks. Remaining challenges in this direction include establishing stability analysis and providing statistical guarantees on end-to-end delays.
Transport Layer
Not until recently has the research community started to address the problem of maintaining reliable end-to-end communication in wireless ad-hoc networks 65, 95, 26, 51, 52]. In particular, several studies 65, 26, 51, 52] have shown that the TCP performance in terms of attainable throughput and fairness deteriorates signi cantly in ad hoc networks. This is attributed to the following reasons:
(1) Fairness of the underlying MAC protocol: It has been shown in 121] that as the widely adopted IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol cannot arbitrate bandwidth among competing connections at the link level, it cannot achieve either long term or short term fairness for TCP connections.
(2) Link failure due to mobility: Due to the frequent and dynamic link failure (as a result that a mobile host moves out of/into the transmission range of its neighbor), it is very di cult, if not impossible, for routing protocols to keep their routing cache updated all the times. Consequently, packets may be routed based on stale route information and dropped at some intermediate node (which does not know how to route these packets). As reported in 66], the majority of packet losses in ad hoc networks are due to out-dated entries in the routing cache. However, a TCP sender cannot tell the cause of packet loss (congestion or link failure), still takes packet loss as an indication of congestion, and invokes the additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm. This results in throughput degradation. Holland et al. 65 ] and Chandran et al. 26 ] have proposed to alleviate this problem with the use of explicit feedback, called explicit link failure noti cation (ELFN), from the network. When a router detects a link failure, it noti es the sender with an ELFN message 2 . When a TCP sender receives an ELFN message, it freezes the retransmission timer, stops sending (new or retransmitted) packets, and enters a standby mode. In the standby mode, the TCP sender neither reduces its window size upon receipt of duplicate ACKs nor incurs timeouts, and is hence \immune" to the AIMD e ect. To recover from the standby mode, the TCP sender may periodically send packets to probe the network until it receives a new ACK (at which point it knows a new route has been located).
(3) Coupling e ects of the forward and reverse paths: Mobile ad hoc networks exhibit network asymmetry, due to the following reasons: (i) the noise that results from the interference is usually location dependent, and hence two entities that are engaged in communication may observe di erent signal-to-noise ratios; (ii) a mobile host that uses IEEE 802.11 as the MAC protocol is half-duplex (i.e., cannot send and receive at the same time). As a result, connections destined for di erent directions may contend with each other for the resources; and (iii) if DSR is used as the underlying routing protocol, the forward and reverse paths of a TCP connection may be di erent and may exhibit di erent congestion and connectivity characteristics. As a TCP sender relies on the timely return of ACKs to advance its transmission window, ACK losses (as a result of congestion and link failure) on the reverse path have an adverse impact on the TCP performance. Although AODV enforces bi-directional routes, the same problem exists if multiple paths of the same number of hops are present. Two paths of the same hop counts may be used as the forward and reverse paths, respectively. Zheng et al. 135 ] explore the impact of the reverse path characteristics on data transport on the forward path in ad hoc networks. They propose an end host approach, called TCP with retransmitted ACK (TCP RACK), to eliminate the e ect of path asymmetry on the TCP performance. The key idea is to selectively retransmit \important" ACKs when the receiver has sent all eligible ACKs but has not received any new data packets, to determine (at the sender side) whether a received ACK is a normal (non-duplicate or duplicate) ACK or a retransmitted ACK (generated by TCP RACK) and to take appropriate congestion control actions accordingly.
To the best of our knowledge, there exists little work on the transport layer issues in sensor networks. In sensor networks, usually there are a few sinks to which packets are directed, and 2 The ELFN message may be a ICMP host unreachable message or the route failure message that is already de ned in DSR or AODV. data are often redundant and correlated to the same physical phenomenon. As a result, the major objective of data transport is no longer to maximize the raw data throughput per unit power, but instead to maximize the information throughput per unit energy. To avoid serious congestion near the sinks, data should be aggregated along the route toward the sinks. Innetwork data aggregation methods are usually application-dependent and include triangulation in vehicle tracking (e.g., use of at least three sensor-reported timestamps and the locations of sensors to determine the exact location and speed of targets that are being tracked) and nested queries 19] (e.g., use of a light sensor reading to locally trigger queries on correlated image sensors), and require data be named based on application semantics. Directed di usion names data by application-speci c attribute tuples. A node can announce an interest on a particular type of data, and nodes whose data match the interest respond to the requester along the interest gradient. Filters can be set up on nodes to cache and aggregate data inside the network.
Experimental results 60] and analysis 78] have shown that in-network aggregation can achieve lower energy consumption and higher data delivery ratio than address-centric communication, although in-network aggregation may increase end-to-end delays. An open problem that has not been addressed in directed di usion is scalability { as the routing states are maintained for each data packet, this approach may not scale well in a large sensor network with many concurrent data ows.
Integrated Layers
There are two categories of power saving approaches: (i) a set of leader nodes are selected (on, for example, a rotational basis) to be awake to maintain network connectivity, while other nodes can be put into sleep (and awakened periodically to check for activities); and (ii) instead of having each device transmitting at its maximum power, a minimal transmission power is determined to maintain a minimally connected network; the resulting network is an always-on network with its devices transmitting at the minimum possible power. The former approach is termed as power management, and is the focus of Section 3.4.1. The latter approach is termed as topology/power control, and will be treated in Section 3.4.2. Since real-time is also a multi-layer issue, this topic is treated in Section 3.4.3.
Power Management
Power management is motivated by the observation that the energy consumption of a mobile node in the idle state is only slightly smaller than that in the transmission or receiving state 46]. There have been several energy-conserving protocols 27, 133, 61] for ad hoc networking environments. Their key idea is to take advantage of route redundancy and turn o radios that will not a ect network connectivity. A common approach is to construct an overlay backbone composed of a small number of active nodes to route all multi-hop packets, while let the other nodes sleep when they do not send or receive data. However, di erent strategies have been explored to build such an overlay backbone.
LEACH 61] adopted a hierarchical strategy. Nodes are divided into clusters with a cluster head serving as the gateway to the rest of the network. In the cluster set-up phase, each node invokes a randomized algorithm to decide whether it wants to serve as a cluster head. If yes, it broadcast itself as a cluster head, otherwise it joins a cluster head with the strongest signal strength. After clusters are formed, all members of a cluster send their data to their head based on a TDMA schedule, and the head aggregates the data from the members and sends it to the base stations. The network periodically enters a new set-up phase to form new clusters with possibly new cluster heads. GAF 133] also followed a hierarchical strategy, but its clusters are based on geography. Nodes are divided into xed geographic grids each with a dynamically elected leader. All multi-hop packets are routed through the grid leaders. Under the assumption that the radio radius, R, is known and xed, the grid size is small enough to ensure that the maximum distance between any pair of nodes in adjacent grids is within the transmission range of each other. Since each node in a grid can directly communicate to any nodes in any neighbor grids, nodes in a grid are equivalent to each other for routing packets from neighboring grids. The leader election scheme in each grid takes into account of battery usage at each node, and a sleeping node wakes up periodically to attempt to elect itself as an active node. A simulation study shows that GAF extends the network lifetime by 30-40%. However, experiments have shown that radio transmission range is highly probabilistic and dependent on the environments 50]. Future extensions are needed to handle such situations. SPAN 27] forms overlay backbone in a peer-to-peer fashion. SPAN 27] is a distributed and randomized algorithm, and does not require the location information. In SPAN, nodes can make local decisions on whether they should sleep or join a overlay backbone as a coordinator. The nodes that choose to stay awake and maintain network connectivity/capacity are called coordinators. The rule for electing coordinators is that if two neighbor nodes of a non-coordinator nodes can neither directly communicate with each other nor through one or two coordinators, then this node volunteers to be a coordinator. The information needed for electing oneself as a coordinator is exchanged among neighbors via HELLO messages. The coordinator announcement is broadcast, based on a delay interval re ecting the "bene t" that each neighbor will perceive and taking into account of the total energy available. Since all the decisions are made locally, the solution scales well. The results show that SPAN saves energy by a factor of 3.5 or more, and increases the lifetime of the network by a factor of 2. Note that the energy consumption rates are not constant, and as nodes die out, a larger fraction of nodes need to stay awake. This "drain out" e ect accounts for this discrepancy.
The above approaches assume that the network is densely populated. In addition, they are evaluated in scenarios where a group of nodes are dedicated to forward data packets, while source and sink nodes are static and always awake. There exists some work 110] that studies the performance of IEEE 802.11 PSM in a wireless LAN environment. However, little is known about how IEEE 802.11 PSM operates in multi-hop wireless networks.
Topology/Power Control CBTC( ) 82
] is a two-phase algorithm in which each node nds the minimum power p such that transmitting with p ensures that it can reach some node in every cone of degree . The algorithm has been analytically shown to preserve the network connectivity if < 5 =6. It has also ensured that every link between nodes is bi-directional. Several optimizations to the basic algorithm are also discussed, which include: (i) a shrink-back operation can be added at the end to allow a boundary node to broadcast with less power, if doing so does not reduce the cone coverage; (ii) if < 2 =3, asymmetric edges can be removed while maintaining the network connectivity; and (iii) if there exists an edge from u to v 1 and from u to v 2 , respectively, the longer edge can be removed while preserving connectivity, as long as d(v 1 ; v 2 ) < maxfd(u; v 1 ); d(u; v 2 )g. An eventdriven strategy is proposed to recon gure the network topology in the case of mobility. Each node is noti ed when any neighbor leaves/joins the neighborhood and/or the angle changes. The mechanism used to realize this requires state to be kept at, and message exchanges among, neighboring nodes. The node then determines whether it needs to rerun the topology control algorithm.
Based on theoretical ndings in 54], Narayanaswamy et al. has developed a power control protocol, called COMPOW 100] . The authors argued that if each node uses the smallest common power required to maintain the network connectivity, the tra c carrying capacity of the entire network is maximized, the battery life is extended, and the contention at the MAC layer is reduced. In COMPOW each node runs several routing daemons in parallel, one for each power level. Each routing daemon maintains its own routing table by exchanging control messages at the speci ed power level. By comparing the entries in di erent routing tables, each node can determine the smallest common power that ensures the maximal number of nodes are connected. The major drawback of COMPOW is its signi cant message overhead, since each node runs multiple daemons, each of which has to exchange link state information with the counterparts at other nodes. COMPOW may also result in large transmission power in the case of an extremely non-uniform node distribution.
Rodoplu et al. 109 ] introduced the notion of relay region and enclosure for the purpose of power control. For any node i that intends to transmit to node j, node j is said to lie in the relay region of a third node r, if node i will consume less power when it chooses to relay through node r instead of transmitting directly to node j. The enclosure of node i is then de ned as the union of the complement of relay regions of all the nodes that node i can reach by using its maximal transmission power. It was shown that the network is strongly connected if every node maintains links with the nodes in its enclosure. A two-phase distributed protocol was then proposed to nd the minimum power topology for a static network. In phase one, each node i executes local search to nd the enclosure graph. This is done by examining nodes that the node can reach using its maximal power and keeping only those that do not lie in the relay regions of previously found nodes. In phase 2, each node runs the distributed Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm to the enclosure graph, using the power consumption as the cost metric. When the node completes phase 2, it can either start data transmission or enter the sleep mode to conserve power. To deal with limited mobility, each node periodically executes the distributed protocol to nd the enclosure graph. This algorithm assumes that there is only one data sink (destination) in the network, which may not hold in practice. Also, an explicit propagation channel model is needed to compute the relay region. Li et al. 84 ] present a minimum spanning tree based topology control algorithm, called local minimum spanning tree (LMST), for wireless multi-hop networks. In LMST each node builds its local minimum spanning tree independently and only keeps on-tree nodes that are onehop away as its neighbors in the nal topology. They analytically prove that (1) the topology derived under LMST preserves the network connectivity; (2) the node degree of any node in the resulting topology is bounded by 6; and (3) the topology can be transformed into one with bidirectional links (without impairing the network connectivity) after removal of all uni-directional links.
Ramanathan et al. 106 ] presents two centralized algorithms to minimize the maximum power used per node while maintaining the (bi)connectivity of the network. Algorithm CON-NECT is a simple greedy algorithm that iteratively merges connected components until there is only one. Augmenting a connected network to a bi-connected network is done by Algorithm BICONN-AUGMENT, which uses the same idea as in CONNECT to iteratively build the biconnected network. In addition, a post-processing phase can be applied to ensure per-node minimality by deleting redundant connections. These two algorithms require global information and cannot be directly deployed in the case of mobility. To deal with limited mobility, the authors introduced two distributed heuristics: LINT and LILT. In LINT, each node is con gured with three parameters: the \desired" node degree d d , a high threshold on the node degree d h , and a low threshold d l . Every node periodically checks the number of active neighbors and changes its power level accordingly, so that the node degree falls within the thresholds. LILT further improves LINT by overriding the high degree threshold when the topology change (indicated by routing updates) leads to a network partition.
In spite of all the above research e orts, several research challenges remain that include study of the impact of power management on end-to-end delay, and the proper trade-o between them. For example, when emergent events such as re occur, the overlay backbone and topology should adapt to satisfy tight timing requirements.
Real-Time Communication Architecture
Real-time is another issue that crosses all layers in the communication stack. RAP 88] is a multi-layer real-time communication architecture for sensor networks. Communication on RAP is addressed by location. Applications specify queries and registers for events in a geographic location/area together with their timing constraints. The query and event APIs provides a highlevel abstraction to applications by hiding the speci c location and status of each individual node. These APIs allow applications to specify the timing constraints of queries. The underlying layers of RAP are responsible for orchestrating the sensing and communications of relevant sensors to accomplish all query and event services. For example, the following API call registers a virus.count query for a virusFound event. If any viruses are found in a rectangular area with coordinates (10,10,100,100), returns the average density of the viruses of the 2*2 square area centered at the event location (X e ,Y e ) every 1.5 sec. Every reading should reach the base station within an end-to-end deadline of 5 sec. registerEvent { virusFound(0,0,100,100), query { virus.count, area=(Xe-1,Ye-1,Xe+1,Yevent+1), period=1.5, deadline=5, base=(100,100) } } A query or event is sent to every node in the speci ed area. Query results are sent back to the base station based on its location provided by the query or event registration.
Communication in RAP is supported by a scalable and e cient protocol stack, which integrates a transport-layer Location-Addressed Protocol (LAP), a geographic routing protocol 76], a Velocity Monotonic Scheduling (VMS) layer, and a contention-based MAC that supports prioritization 1]. A cornerstone of RAP is a Velocity Monotonic Scheduling (VMS) policy. VMS is based on a notion of packet requested velocity that re ects both distance and timing constraints of sensor network communication. Each packet can make its end-to-end deadline if it can move toward the destination at its requested velocity. VMS reduces end-to-end deadline miss ratios of sensor networks by giving higher priority to packets with higher requested velocities. The requested velocity of a packet can be computed statically or dynamically. The static VMS computes a xed requested velocity at the sender of each packet. Assume a packet is sent from a sender at (x 0 ,y 0 ) to a destination at (x d ,y d ), and has an end-to-end deadline D sec, then SVM sets its requested velocity to: V = dis(x 0 ; y 0 ; x d ; y d )=D where dis(x0,y0,xd,yd) is the geographic distance between (x0,y0) and (xd,yd). The requested velocity of a packet is xed throughout the network.
The dynamic VMS re-calculates the requested velocity of a packet upon its arrival at each intermediate node. Assume a packet arrives at a node at location (x i ,y i ); its destination is at (x d ,y d ); it has an end-to-end deadline D sec, and its elapsed time, i.e., the time it has been in the network, is T i sec; its requested velocity V i at (x i ,y i ) is set to: V i = dis(x i ; y i ; x d ; y d )=(D ?
T i ). The requested velocity of a packet will be adjusted based on its actual progress (i.e., actual velocity). A packet's requested velocity increases if its previous progress towards to the destination is slower (e.g., due to a hot region) than its previous requested velocity. On the other hand, its requested velocity decreases if it moves faster than its previous requested velocity. This is so this packet can give way to other more urgent packets. The requested velocity is mapped to a MAC-layer priority, which is enforced the contention-based MAC layer. Simulation experiments showed that RAP reduced the deadline miss ratio from 90.0% to 17.9% compared to DSR running over 802.11b. RAP demonstrated that a multi-layer, location-based communication stack and velocity based prioritization can e ectively improve the real-time performance in sensor networks.
Operating System and Middleware Research Challenges
The paradigm shift in distributed computing brought about by the advent of sensor networks requires revisiting the basic operating system abstractions such as tasks and intertask communication, as well as developing support for fundamentally new distributed programming environments. Historically, several paradigms were developed for distributed computing with the purpose of creating appropriate abstractions for distributed application programmers and developing run-time systems that support these abstractions. Examples of successful paradigms include distributed object-oriented computing (e.g., CORBA 129]), group communication (e.g., ISIS 16] ), remote procedure calls (RPC 18]), and distributed shared memory (e.g., MUNIN 24] ). These paradigms presented convenient new entities of which the programmer's world is composed (e.g., objects and process groups), and implemented mechanisms for their interaction. Current paradigms for distributed computing, however, share in common the fact that their programming abstractions exist in a logical space that does not inherently represent or interact with objects and activities in the physical world. As such, they fall short of the requirements of sensor networks.
One main aspect, which sets sensor networks apart from existing approaches to distributedcomputing, is their need for the integration of objects that live in physical time and space as components in the computational environment of the application 5]. Traditional operating system abstractions, such as processor sharing and virtual memory stem from the hardware components of the classical machine architecture such as central processors and memory chips. In a system where the basic hardware architecture is inherently distributed and is better viewed as a part of a physical world in which the distributed machine is seamlessly embedded, the basic system abstractions must change. In this section, we review present research directions in system architecture for sensor networks and outline open challenges.
Single Node Challenges
The lowest system support for sensor networks begins at the level of the single node. The severe resource limitations, reliability considerations, real-time constraints, and unpredictability of the environment call for creative implementations of basic kernel functions. New strippeddown kernels must be developed to manage the limited resources of a single sensor-equipped device in a robust manner. TinyOS 63] is perhaps one of the earliest operating system kernels developed exclusively for sensor nodes. With only 178 bytes of code, TinyOS provides support for communication, multitasking, and code modularity. Geared towards communication-intensive applications, it exports the abstraction of components, which can be integrated into structures similar to a protocol graph. Each component consists of command handlers, event handlers and simple tasks. Communication protocols can be constructed easily in a modular manner by developing the appropriate handlers independently of others. While the notion of modular protocol stacks is not new, a great contribution of TinyOS is to implement such a composable framework within the memory and computing constraints of individual sensor nodes.
Tasks, Code, and Virtual Machines
Classical operating systems export the abstraction of tasks as schedulable entities that can own computing resources. Tasks are typically thought of as entities that partition a single CPU among multiple resource owners. This view is inherited from multi-tasking systems built around the premise that the CPU is powerful enough to execute multiple tasks concurrently. In contrast, in sensor networks, this one-to-many relation is reversed. Individual tasks (such as the identi cation of a given activity in the environment) typically require the collaboration of multiple sensors each of which is a dedicated device with little room for concurrency. Hence, new operating abstractions are needed to support a distributed task notion. Programming support is needed whereby users can write linear code at an appropriate level of abstraction that is executed as a distributed protocol among a group of several cooperative devices whose membership may depend on the physical environment and that meets timing requirements.
Distributed virtual machines have been proposed to provide convenient high-level abstractions to application programmers, while implementing low-level distributed protocols transparently in an e cient manner 117]. This approach is taken in MagnetOS 11] , which exports the illusion of a single Java virtual machine on top of a distributed sensor network. The application programmer writes a single Java program. The run-time system is responsible for code partitioning, placement, and automatic migration such that total energy consumption is minimized.
Mate 80] is another example of a virtual machine developed for sensor networks. It implements its own bytecode interpreter, built on top of TinyOS. The interpreter provides highlevel instructions (such as an atomic message send) which the machine can interpret and execute. Each virtual machine instruction executes in its own TinyOS task. Code is broken into capsules of 24 single-byte instructions. A send() instruction allows the capsule to be sent to another node as an active message. This provides a mechanism for dissemination of new code into the network via an infection model. The programmer need not worry about coding for each individual sensors, but rather injects code into a single node, and let it di use into the network in a virus-like fashion.
A somewhat di erent approach of providing high-level programming abstractions is to view the sensor network as a distributed database, in which sensors produce series of data values and signal processing functions generate abstract data types. The database management engine replaces the virtual machine in that it accepts a query language that allows applications to perform arbitrarily complex monitoring functions. This approach is implemented in the COUGAR sensor network database 20]. A middleware implementation of the same general abstraction is also found in SINA 114], a sensor information networking architecture that abstracts the sensor network into a collection of distributed objects.
While these pioneering e orts have produced novel prototypes of distributed sensor systems with convenient familiar programming interfaces, the nal vision for sensor network computing environments is far from being settled. Rather than extending familiar computing paradigms to a new environment, fundamentally di erent paradigms and programming systems are possible that are inspired by chemical and biological metaphors. One of the most prominent examples of this direction is the work on amorphous computing 4]. Amorphous computing environments are those composed of millions of randomly interconnected unreliable computing devices which must coordinate to perform high-level tasks. This is akin to the coordination of cells in a living body to perform speci c functions. An analogy can be made between program execution in an amorphous computing environment and the execution of DNA code to produce a complicated biological entity from a single cell. It is well-known that chemical di usion is the key to cell di erentiation in biological systems, which is how complex biological patterns are formed. Hence, a di usion-based programming paradigm can be used to organize amorphous computing systems in an arbitrarily complex manner. A programming language based on this observation is the growing point language 36]. The main language abstraction is growing points, entities which can di use through the network, emit pheromones, or deposit state in the cells they encounter. Pheromones, in turn, can attract or repel growing points as encoded by the program. With appropriate coding, these simple primitives were shown to be su cient to generate arbitrarily complex deposit patterns 36]. The operating system in this case merely enforces proper di usion laws associated with the pheromones. The application program merely dictates the growing-point propagation patterns as a static function of pheromone concentrations. An interesting challenge is to develop techniques for reverse engineering the desired end-products into the \genetic code" needed to produce them at run-time. Another challenge is to develop techniques to utilize this genetic paradigm in real-time situations.
Context-Awareness
Sensor networks also o er exciting new possibilities in designing operating system support for innovative human-computer interaction modes. Humans typically communicate their perceptions using a set of identi ers, which name objects in the physical world that are de ned by speci c properties perceivable by the human senses. Such communication is impossible in conventional computing environments due to the lack of appropriate sensory devices that would relay information germane to the de nition and identi cation of the object. Sensor networks, however, o er a unique opportunity to leverage a myriad of available sensing modes (such as temperature, pressure, motion, vibration, humidity, light, sound, magnetic eld, position, velocity, and acceleration) to develop a vocabulary and communicate perceptions which relate to the physical world. A computing system with such a capability, is called context aware.
The need to build distributed sensing, computing, and actuation systems, which share common perceptions with their users about the physical environment has been most clearly articulated in the sentient computing project 5]. More generally, context-aware computing systems motivate research into new communication and coordination protocols, as well as new types of programming environments in which the computational and physical environments are seamlessly integrated. For example, in a future environmental protection sensor network, it would simplify application development if programmers could express a physical condition called \ re" and bind processing to it in the sensor network to monitor such events when and where they occur, communicate their status to speci c locations, respond to queries about environmental information at the locations of such events, and possibly perform emergency intervention or report alarms to authorities.
While the full vision of context-aware computing remains a research challenge, much progress has been made on integrating partial awareness of the physical environment into the computing system. In particular, location-awareness has been investigated at length. Starting with the network layer, location-assisted routing protocols have received much attention such as LAR 77] and DREAM 13] . A real-time version of location-based routing was introduced in 88]. For networks relying on identi er-based routing, scalable location services have been proposed to keep track of locations of identi ed destinations 81]. System prototypes have been developed in which location was an essential attribute of system objects 62]. Most such systems, such as Cooltown 41] and Cricket 105] , are geared towards a distributed environment of mobile, networked devices that compose a system in which locations of the participants are known and used to provide new services and functionality. In contrast, in sensor networks, locations will be associated with events in the physical environment that may be of interest to network users. This presents additional challenges, since no devices are associated with such events the way networked PDAs or mobile phones may be associated with human users.
Note that location is only one dimension of the physical world. In a sensor network, this dimension is augmented with other physical attributes of the world to which the network has access such as optical, audio, thermal, and magnetic inputs and measured time. In an ideal scenario, operating system and programming environments should explicitly take them into consideration within some single uni ed framework. A vision of such a uni ed framework is presented next.
Content-Addressable Space
One main responsibility of a distributed operating system is to de ne a suitable address space for applications. For example, distributed shared memory systems export a global virtual memory space, which is independent of machine boundaries. Object-based systems export a space of objects. Sensor network requirements suggest a space of addressable entities that are more tightly coupled with the physical world. For example, the distributed operating system might export a space of identi ers, which refer to speci c instances of programmer-de ned physical conditions monitored in the environment. The paradigm is a variation of what is often called content-addressable networks 108], i.e., networks in which destinations are addressed by their content attributes, not by their machine identity.
In a sensor network, addressable identi ers may be associated with localized entities in the physical environment that the network can sense. For example, the sound, motion, and magnetic signature of a moving vehicle can be associated with an identi er that tags this vehicle and essentially follows it around in the network. Programmers should be able to associate monitoring or other processing code with these identi ers such that execution of this code is triggered by the corresponding environmental stimuli and such that execution occurs only where needed by the physical environment. Logically, one can think of these attached objects as residing on a virtual host, which moves in space with its identi er in a manner decided by the physical environment.
For the special case of relatively static content-addressable destinations, directed di usion, described in Section 3.3, has been proposed the underlying communication scheme 67]. The scheme has been generalized to an infrastructure for attribute-based naming 60]. The infrastructure maintains an object name space in which names are associated with locales which match certain attribute pro les of the external environment. Flexible rules are applied to determine the matches. The framework is integrated with a capability for in-network processing, which may be initiated at the locations where attribute-based matches occur. Hence, for example, the framework allows one to query the network for all the locations where motion is detected, and to initiate monitoring tasks precisely at these locations.
Several challenges remain to be solved in content-addressable networks. For example, what is the most e cient way of propagating interests and queries to matching sensors without resorting to complete broadcast and under deadline constraints? How to maintain bi-directional communication with the content-addressable entity when environmental conditions cause the entity to move? How to e ciently support code mobility? What connection abstractions and transport-layer protocols are needed? How to implement connection end-points when the \area" matching the query contains multiple neighboring sensors? These issues are topics of active research.
Other Open Problems
Many other open problems remain to be solved before adequate operating system and middleware support is available in sensor networks. In the following subsections, we brie y touch on these problems.
Distributed Control
Sensor networks di er from traditional computing systems in their massive scale and unattended operation. Self-stabilizing localized algorithms are needed which operate on local information, but collectively produce desired robust global e ects 45]. One possible direction is to cast these algorithms as optimization problems (such as energy minimization). This approach is taken in 93] where localized optimization algorithms are developed. Another possibility is to cast them as problems of distributed control. Control theory has been identi ed as an important tool for stability analysis in complex systems. Hence, integration of control-theoretic foundations with properly designed localized algorithms can lead to a framework in which global requirements can be speci ed, analyzed and the ability of the system to converge to the desired global speci cations be ascertained. In 119] preliminary results are reported on applying a control-theoretic framework to model the behavior of di erent localized algorithms for global performance control in real-time environments. The more general problem of analyzing arbitrary protocols in large ad hoc wireless networks within a control-theory framework remains open.
Group Management and Team Formation
Group management and team formation present fundamental new challenges in sensor networks. Most prior membership and group communication services assume reasonably static systems 17, 43, 3] . Group members in such systems do not have a high turn-around rate. Hence, strong semantics could be achieved such as virtual synchrony 16] where messages are delivered atomically and in order, and all members have consistent membership views. Such semantics are impossible to achieve in sensor networks, where groups are highly dynamic and membership changes occur at a very high rate compared to the time scales of basic algorithm functions such as message transmission. Relaxed, yet meaningful semantics are needed for group communication and coordination functions. New group coordination algorithms are required to maintain novel application-speci c group invariants. For example, a group may be formed to track an evader. As the evader moves in the sensor network the membership of this group changes dynamically to re ect the sensors closest to it. The group must maintain an invariant, namely, it must contain at least three members at any given time for proper triangulation of the evader's position. A group management algorithm will need to provide such guarantees.
Future challenges in sensor network group communication algorithms may also include incorporation of physical properties into the group communication semantics of the embedded system. For example, a group may be required to maintain a given radius such that all nodes falling within that radius must be included reliably in all group multicasts. Alternatively (in the target tracking example presented above), a group management algorithm may need to guarantee a maximum propagation speed. This speed can be de ned as the maximum target speed at which the group communication semantics are correctly maintained. Integration of such physical constraints is unique to sensor networks and has not been addressed in previous group communication and membership research. Little work has been done on guaranteeing real-time properties of group management protocols, but such guarantees are required.
Data Services
Data communication among di erent tasks is at the core of modern operating system services. In an address space made of distributed entities created, located, and deleted by activities that take place in a physical environment, data communication abstractions and protocols will face fundamental challenges. Traditional point-to-point communication abstractions such as pipes, sockets, and RPC, are not suitable in a computing environment where only collective information is useful, as opposed individual sensor state. Programming systems should allow acquisition and exchange of collective information beneath convenient high-level abstractions. Protocols for exporting these abstractions need to consider resource constraints such as power and communication bandwidth, as well as quality of information constraints such as timeliness, staleness and statistical con dence.
Sensor networks o er new trade-o s between resource constraints and information quality constraints. Algorithms are needed which exploit such trade-o s in a manner consistent with application priorities in order to maximize the total sensor network utility. For example, content distribution protocols may be designed whose purpose is to achieve a utility-maximizing balance between network power consumption and the staleness of delivered content. Meeting information quality constraints in the presence of faults is another fundamental challenge. What quality semantics are ensured when data operations may fail due to resource constraints? What failure semantics should be assumed? How to survive violations of the failure hypotheses? So far, these questions remain unanswered in the context of sensor networks o ering rich opportunities for future exploration.
Summary
Sensor networks represent an exciting new eld with great potential for many applications including anti-terrorism, smart spaces, numerous military sensing and command and control applications, and, even, entertainment. However, sensor networks are fundamentally di erent from classical distributed computing technology and ad hoc networks, although they do build upon these areas. This paper has highlighted the state of the art in sensor networks and presented many open research questions that must be solved. Many of these challenges derive from the severe constraints under which sensor networks operate as well as the fact that they operate in tight coordination and control of physical environments.
